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Hussmann Arch Plus Low Temperature
Display Cabinets

Hussmann Arch Plus Dual Temp Mounted Cabinet, an innovative solution that elevates customization to new heights. Designed
to seamlessly integrate with the base Arch Series, the Arch Plus offers the ultimate in dual-temperature merchandising,
maximizing both visual impact and functionality. With its modular section that easily installs on top of the base Arch model, this
cabinet allows for efficient space utilization and vertical footprint occupancy. Boasting an ergonomic design for easy product
access and flexible shelving configurations, the Arch Plus ensures optimal merchandising possibilities. Notably, its energy-
efficient LED lighting, low Total Energy Consumption, and environmentally sustainable design with natural refrigerant showcase
a commitment to both cost savings and environmental responsibility. The cabinet's features include easy plug-and-play
installation, anti-condensation coating on doors for improved visibility, and a flexible dual-temperature capability (LT and MT)
that seamlessly transitions from freezer to chiller. With reinforced shelving, an accessible water drainage opening for easy
cleaning, and standard features like external and internal food-grade plasticized metal sheet finish, 5700K LED lighting, and
R290 refrigerant, the Arch Plus is a versatile, visually striking, and environmentally conscious solution ready to adapt to diverse
store needs.
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Hussmann Arch Plus Dual Temp Mounted Cabinet
, a versatile solution that takes customization to new heights. Specifically designed to integrate seamlessly with the Arch Series,
the Arch Plus mounts on top of the base Arch model, creating the perfect dual temperature merchandising platform. This
innovative design allows for efficient space utilization, making a visually striking and functional impact while maximizing the
vertical footprint. With a user-friendly plug-and-play installation process, the Arch Plus offers the flexibility to relocate without
disassembly, ensuring it adapts effortlessly to evolving store needs.
The product benefits of the Arch Plus are vast and include a modular section that seamlessly integrates with the base Arch
Series, enabling the movement of both base and top sections without disassembly. The ergonomic design ensures easy product
access, while flexible shelving configurations optimize merchandising opportunities. Boasting energy-efficient LED lighting for
the best visual impact, the Arch Plus also prioritizes sustainability with a low Total Energy Consumption and an environmentally
friendly design using natural refrigerant. This dual temperature cabinet effortlessly transitions from freezer to chiller, meeting
diverse customer demands. Standard features such as a food-grade metal sheet finish, 5700K LED lighting, ticket strips, and an
accessible water drainage opening for easy cleaning further enhance the functionality and appeal of the Arch Plus. With
reinforced shelving, anti-condensation coating on doors, and automatic hot-gas defrost, this cabinet is a comprehensive
solution for businesses seeking an adaptable and visually appealing dual-temperature merchandising option.

Key Features of the Hussmann Arch Plus Dual Temp Mounted Cabinet:

Food-Grade Metal Sheet Finish: Both external and internal surfaces coated with food-grade plasticized metal sheet.
LED Lighting: Vertical installation of LED lights with a color temperature of 5700K.
Ticket Strips: Strips provided for displaying tickets.
Ventilated Refrigeration System: Equipped with a copper evaporator for efficient ventilation.
Digital Temperature Controller: Includes a digital controller with a temperature display.
Condensing Unit: Ventilated condensing unit for optimal performance.
Self-Closing Glass Doors: Doors made of glass, hinged for self-closing functionality.
Automatic Hot-Gas Defrost: Features an automatic hot-gas defrost system.
Shelves Configuration: Two rows of shelves plus a base configuration.
Refrigerant: Uses R290 refrigerant.
EC Fan Motors: Incorporates electronically commutated fan motors.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Black

Brand Hussmann

Model Arch Plus

Temperature Operating Range C -1°C to +5°C

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

No. of Shelves Included 1

About the Product

Hussmann Arch Plus Low Temperature Display Cabinets, available
at an unbeatable price. Purchase the Hussmann Arch Plus Display
Cabinets and explore our wide range of commercial Display
Cabinets, all with Australia wide delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $0.00
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